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Abstract
Current education laws are mandating that children be educated in the least
restrictive environment. Most often, this is interpreted as the inclusion or mainstreaming
of children with special needs in the general classroom. Provision oftherapy services in
naturally occurring environments within the school (i.e. the classroom) is also widely
suggested. However, there is little information regarding the implementation of this
practice or its effectiveness for children with specific needs.
The purpose ofthis study was to discover the opinions ofchildren regarding the
differences between occupational therapy services provided in the classroom versus those
provided in a separate therapy space. By knowing what children perceive as most helpful
for them, occupational therapy sewices may be improved within the public school system
ofthe future. A short interview ofnineteen children receiving occupational therapy
services for handwriting was conducted to discover their feelings related to this topic
This population was selected because handwriting is a common and significant
occupational therapy goal area within the public school system related to the child's
ability to communicate functionally.
All children participating in the interview indicated a preference for being pulled
out ofthe classroom setting for occupational therapy services. Each child had definite
opinions and thoughts about each setting. These opinions were in direct contrast to adult
perceptions found in the literature. This sh:dy suggests that what lawmakers and
educators perceive as the "least restrictive" environment may actually be seen as "most
restrictive" in the eyes ofthe student.
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Background
Since the passa! e of PL 94-142 in 1975', the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act, school-based occupational therapy as a related service has been a growing
area ofpractice. Traditionally, occupational therapy in the school system involved
treating children with special needs in a sepzfate therapy space with the expectation that
the child would eventually improve function in the classroom. Due to changes in the laws
regarding services for persons with disabilities, emphasis is now placed on treating
children within the classroom settint whenever possible.
Occupational therapists in the school system have traditionally provided services
by putling the chitd out ofthe classroom under a "direct" service delivery approach A
direct approach is when a therapist provides one- to- one, hands- on intervention and is
often required when the therapist's knowledge and training is needed in older to ensure
safety and effrcacy of treatment @lossom, Ford, & Cruse, 1988). Direct services can
either be implemented in the classroom, a "push- in" setting, or in a separate space other
than the child's typical environment, a "pull- out" setting (AOTAT 1989)
Monitoring and consultative services are other approaches used by school- based
therapists that often take place within the classroom. In these delivery models, some
contact between the child and the therapist is usually necessary, although this occurs less
often than with direct intervention. Monitoring is used when other caregivers must carry
out a specific plan designed by the therapist, although the therapist is responsible for the
outcome @unn, 1991). Consultation is a method of intervention whereas the therapist
and other professionals collaborate to design strategies to enhance a child's success. In
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this model, the therapist is responsible for bein! in contact with other professionals as
needed, however he or she is not directly responsible for outcomes @unn, 1991). Some
children benefit from a single type of intervention while others require a combination of
approaches. This determination must be mdde to allo"w Students to receive the most
effective treatment possible" within the educational setting while remaining least
restrictive.
Direct services tend to be implemented as pull- out or push- in services. Pull- out
services are defined as when the therapist and child leave the classroom for treatment in a
therapy room or separate space, whereas push- in services are defined as when the
therapist and child work in the classroom. When developing treatment plans, the
occupational therapist rnakes an educated decision on the most appropriate settings and
service delivery models to utitize. There are no clear guidelines for deciding which
model to use when treating a child with a certain disability or needing a particular service
@unn, 1988). However, there is increasing pressure to utilize push- in services due to the
laws regarding the least restrictive environment.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) requires that school
systems make available a free and appropriate public education to eligible and qualified
children with disabilities (Osbome & Dimattia, 1994). Part B of IDEA states that services
must be provided in the least restrictive environment. The law states that children should
remain in the regular classroom thoughout the day unless there is no altemative other
than to pull them out. Although the law may be interpreted as stating that children should
be treated in the general classroom in most cases, the actual effrcacy ofthis approach has
not been proven.
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pull- out services may provide the child with individualized occupational therapy
and allow the child to meet therapeutic goils without distractions ofthe classroom.
However, this setting reduces the time the child is exposed to the regular classroom
environment and limits opportunities for interaction with classroom peers. The pull- out
approach also assumes that the child will have the ability to transfer skills learned in the
therapy room to the classroom in order to improve educational performance'
occupational therapy theory suggests that it is important to involve the client in
decision- making (AOTd 1994; Brodley, 1986; Brown & Bowen, 1998; Law, Baptiste,
& Mills, 1995; Ryan, 1997). The client-centered approach suggests that the person
receiving treatment should be the sole determinant oftreatment rendered. Reliance on the
opinion ofclients in terms ofthe most appropriate treatment is supported by ethical
standards as well. Principle 3. A. ofthe occupational Therapy code ofEthics requires
collaboration with the person receiving therapy to determine treatment goals and
priorities throughout the intervention process (AOTA 2OO0). Within the public school
system, it is important that the therapists learn and take into account the opinions of
children regarding their own therapy services'
Problem
There is limited evidence regarding which setting is truly "least restrictive" when
treating children with special needs. Research is needed to determine the effrcacy of
service provision, including the child'i perception of pul[- out versus in classroom
occupational therapy services. By better understanding the children's opinions of
important factors relating to therapy services, an occupational therapist may begin to
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solve the questions regarding the appropriate and most effective treatment environment
for these children.
Rationale/Si gnifi cance
It is essential that occupational therapists provide services within the guidelines of
or mandates ofthe educational laws, however it is difficult to determine how to follow
the laws in terms of what is truly least restrictive for each child. Professional judgement,
school building atmosphere, resources, and historical methods of service delivery impact
on pragmatic implementation ofservices. ln most cases, therapists within the school
system have the option of conducting services within the classroom or within a separate
space or combining these approaches. Opinions ofthe effectiveness ofone approach over
another vary and this is reflected in the service delivery model used. Past studies have
attempted to deteimine perceptions of professionals and parents involved in these
treatments to determine the most effective and most accepted model of service delivery'
Because it is the children who are?eceiving these services and being affected by the
implementation oftreatment, their opinions should be considered as essential in the
decision process.
If it could be demonstrated that children find one service delivery model superior
to another, this may aid therapists in determining effective treatment for this population.
Although each child is unique and the reasons behind each opinion must be considered
individually, it is important to have a baseline to better understand the needs ofchildren
within the public school system.
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Purpose ofthe Study
The purpose ofthis study is to discover the opinions ofchildren regarding the
differences between occupational therapy services provided in the classroom versus in a
separate therapy space. By interviewing children with similar therapeutic goals, this study
intends to determine the perceived acceptance ofboth options by children with special
needs. In discovering the client's own perceptions, the therapist will be better equipped to
provide effective services within the least restrictive environment mandate.
Basic Definitions of Terms
Attituiles: One's manner, disposition, feeling, position, etc, with regard to a person or
thing (Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, 1989)
client-centereil therapy: An approach of occupational therapy practice whereby the
therapist makes treatment decisions based on the client's own goals and choice in regards
to services (Law, Baptiste, & Mills, 1995).
Consultative Service.' An approach whereby the therapist uses his or her professional
knowledge to assist another person in identifying the child's needs and solutions to meet
these needs. The therapist is not responsible for the outcome ofthe progam, but for the
proper contact with the adult carrying out,the Program @unn, 1991)
Direct Service: An approach in which a treatment pro$am is specifically designed and
implemented by the occupational fherapist. This model is used when other professionals
cannot safely carry oit the treatment. Direct therapy.is suggested when the focus of
therapy is to meet a child's needs throufh sfecific, therap'eutic strategies. Direct services
can be provided both in the classroom and in a separate space @unn, 1991).
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Inclusion: The child remains in the general classroom with his or her non-disabled peers
and is considered a full member ofthe regrilar educational setting Any supportive
services needed are provided within the classroom environment (Kellegrew & Allen,
t996).
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).' Established in 1975 to gualantee
that persons with disabilities receive free public instruction, with appropriate services, in
the least restrictive environment @apport, 1995).
Least restrictive environment: The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
states that to the maximum extent possible, all children with disabilities should be
educated with peers that are not disabled. This encompasses settings including private or
public institutions, and other care facilities. Separate schooling, removal ofthe child from
the classroom, or exclusion from activities in the general education setting should only
occur when, due to the nature or severity ofthe condition, the child will not benefrt from
the general education setting. This shoutd only be an option when use ofsupplementary
aids and services will not allow the child to succeed in the regular classroom (Rapport,
1995). This term encompasses a wide range of settings depending on the needs ofthe
child. A more restrictive environment would include a segtegated special education
classroom with least restrictive being the child's firll- inclusion within the regular
classroom (Kellegrew & Allen, 1996).
Monitoring: Monitoring is a form of service delivery in which the expertise of the
occupational therapist is used to address the child's needs in his or her natural
environment. The therapist assesses the child's needs and designs a specific progam to
be canied out by trained cafegivers in other environments so that procedures will be
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consistent throughout the child's day. The therapist continues to be in close contact with
the persons involved in the program so that adjustments can be made as needed. The
safety ofthe child must be addresseU by the therapist and'the caregivers must
demonstrate the ability to carry out the plan correctly $unn, 1991).
Pull- out semices.' WhenJreatment is provided in a space other than those school
environments that children would access in a typical school day. This can be provided
individually or in a small group setting (Rour( 1996).
Push- in semices: When treatment is provided in the child's regular classroom
environment @our( 1996).
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Chapter Two
Review of the Literature
!
L
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Introduction
Occupational therapists working in the public school system work under several
types ofservice delivery provisions including dkect, monitoring, and consultation
Direct treatment can either occur within the classroom or in a separate space within the
school system and is performed directly by the occupational therapist. Monitoring and
consultative services often take place within the classroom, as the therapist collaborates
with the educational staffto determine appropriate adaptations, accommodations, or
programming for the child to succeed within the classroom Some children require only
one type ofintervention while others require a combination ofapproaches. This
determination must be made to allow the child to receive the most effective treatment
possible within the educational setting.
when deciding treatment plans, the occuirational therapist is required to make an
educated decision on which setting is most appropriate and which service delivery model
to implement. The cunent education laws mandate that the child be included in the
normal classroom to the furthest extent possible. However, little research has been done
to determine the effectiveness ofthis approach and few studies focus on children's
perceptions of receiving therapy outside of the classroom versus within the classroom.
Because chitdren are required to be treated in the least restrictive environment, according
to the law, it seems necessary to have evidence of what environment is actually the "least
restrictive" for the child.
An important factor in determining the correct method ofintervention is to
discover which is preferred and seen as the most helpful in the eyes ofthe persons
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receiving therapy. The practice of considering client input when delivering services is
receiving more attention in the current literature relating to service delivery. Because
clients often are aware of what works best for themselves, the child may be a starting
point to determine the best model for treating within the school setting. In discovering
the preferences ofthis population, occupational therapists can make better choices
regarding service delivery and help justis these decisions. Also, utilizing children's
opinions wilt help empower them by giving them input in treatment, a concept inherent
to occupational therapy practice.
Laws Regarding Related Services
The 1970's brought about many laws regarding education and the rights of
persons with disabilities. School systems are now required to educate the children with
disabilities in a general classroom setting to the gleatest extent possible Legislation has
explained that children should be serviced in the least restrictive environment (LRE) so
that the child can benefit from the appropriate educational and social environment. The
least restrictive environment mandate first appeared in the regulations in Section 504 of
the Rehabititation Act of 1973 and was included in the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act @ublic Law 94-142) of 197 5. These laws required states to provide special
education and related services consistent with the unique needs ofeach child (CHADD,
l eee)
The Education for All Handicapped children Act was renamed and restructured
in 1990 under the lndividuals with Disabilities Education Act (DEA) IDEd according
to Rapport (1995) is the "most influential piece offederal legislation associated with the
delivery oftherapeutic intervention within educational environments." These acts define
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the rights of children with disabiiities in the public school system. There are some
guarantees within this legislation, including free public instruction, appropriate education
in the least restrictive environment, and the right to procedural due process @tscheidt &
Bartlett, 1999).
Part B of IDEA outlines the rights to r'elated services for all children with special
needs ages 3-21. Part B includes the mandate that the Committee on Special Education
ensure that each child in need of special services in the public school system has an
Individualized Education Program (IEP) to define treatment for the school year
(CHADD, 1999). The IEP must'include the child's current level of function and the
goals the child is expected to meet. A statement about the related services the child will
receive and in what environment these services will take place is also essential (Rapport,
1995). part B also explains that children with disabilities must be educated with children
who are not disabled as much as possible. only when the nature or severity of the
handicap is such that education in regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and
services cannot be achieved satisfactory, should one be removed from the normal
classroom routine (CHADD, 1999).
IDEA defines related services as including occupational and physical therapy as
well as many others. This legislation brought about a growth in the numbers ofschool-
based occupational therapists within the public schools, as these services are now
required to be available for all children in need ofassistance in the educational setting.
Occupational therapists working in this setting are required to provide services according
to the law, however varied interpretations have led to conflicts as to how to implement
the law in practice (Osbome and Dimattia, 1994).
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Osbome and Dimattia (1994) explaine'd the law further and the misconceptions of
its meaning. With the passing of IDEA legislation, an increased focus on inclusion and
mainstreaming developed. They discussed the distinction belween the term least
restrictive environment and mainstreaming, as they are often thought to mean the same.
The mandate that children b! placed in the least restrictive environment refers to the need
to educate children with disabitities within the general educational environment as much
as possible. The term "least restrictive" incorporates a continuum of environments
depending on the needs ofthe child. The least restrictive environment can range from a
segregated special education classroom or institutionalized setting to the regular
classroom, with the child being fully included lor the entire day (Kellegrew & Allen,
1996). Full- inclusion and mainstreaming are not the same. Mainstreaming is one way to
facilitate the least restrictive environment practice. This is when children are involved
within the regular classroom for specific periods ofthe day and given needed support
throughout the school day. The law does not state that mainstreaming is needed in all
cases, but that children should only be separated from the regular classroom when
absolutely necessary.
Chitdren are not always treated in the general classroom environments for a
variety ofreasons. Some placement decisions are made based on factors such as
administrative convenience, building space, service provider availability, monetary
issues, attitudes ofeducators, therapists, parents, or the general public (Coutinho &
Hunter, 1988). Because this is not always consistent with the laws mandating practice,
occupational therapists must be advocates for the children and consistently evaluate
whether or not they are really providing a service in the best environment for the child.
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When school-based occupational therapists evaluate their options and decisions,
Coutinho and Hunter (1988) suggestihat they ask the following: "Has educational
progress been affected significantly? Ifso, why has progress been affected, and can the
use of supportive aids and services in the present environment facilitate progress?" (p.
709). Also, when choosing the context to implement treatment, one must balance the
child's needs, the child's perception of which environment is more helpful, and the law
regarding the least restrictive environment.
Occupational Therapy Role in Educational Settings
Occupational therapy has been a part ofthe school system since the early 1900's
(Coleman, 1981). As society began to realize their role in providing services for children
with disabilities, and as more children with handicaps were able to survive due to new
medical technology and knowledge, coalitions began to form to protect these children
and ensure they received proper treatment (Coleman, 1981). By 1960, occupational
therapists and the Matemal and Child Health (MCFI) agency joined to support the
development ofservices for children. In both rehabilitation centers and special education
programs, it was commonplace to find occupational therapists treating children with
various coriditions (Gilfoyle & Hays, 1979).
The American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) describes occupational
therapy in the school system as a service to "enhance student's abilities to adapt to and
function in educational programs" (AOTA 1982, p.69). Goals related to the services
provided must be directly correlated with the child's educational needs, and treatment
must focus on enharicing student's abilities to learn and perform within the school
environment (AOTA 1982).
- 
*- . rrb..
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According to AOTA (1982), the role ofoccupational therapy by law is defined as
"an education-related service that is necessary to allow handicapped students to
participate in the least restrictive environment" (p.70-l). They identified five roles that
occupational therapists play within the school system- These include
1. Evaluating students with special needs to determine the need for occupational
therapy services;
2. Participating in e'dutational'program planning in order to create goals that
incorporate the child's needs within the educational context;
3. Implementing a treatment prbgrdin that directly works to increase the
student'! functioning and' abilities within the school environment;
4. Consulting with other discipliies within the school system and parents of the
children in regaids to occupational therapy services;
5. Managing and supervising school- based therapy programs (AOTA 1982, p
70).
Handwriting Programs
An example ofa role designated for an occupational therapist in the school
system is the provision ofhandwriting programs. A tlpical day for a school- based
occupational therapist most likely includes treating children with handwriting
diffrculties. Elementary school children with learning disabilities, such as handwriting
problems, are seen for occupational therapy to improve academic success. In this case,
the role ofthe occupational therapist is to discover what causes the child's diffrculty and
what steps are needed to remediate and/or compensate for the problem. The occupational
therapist will implement formal and informal assessments to determine whether the
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problem lies in the chitd's perceptual functioning, gross or fine motor skills, the context
ofthe environment, or a combination ofmany lactors
Direct treatment with the child may help to improve the child's body position or
reduce physical barriers, while consultation with the teacher may improve the child's
environment to increase success (AOTA 1998). Muhlenhaupt (1985) describes the role
ofthe occupational therapist within the school system when treating a child with
handwriting problems. She explains that the therapist first observes the child in the
classroom while he is writing. The occupational therapist watches for inadequate
posture, strengtlL or upper body movements. At the same time the environmental issues
need to be addressed such as the height ofthe furniture, the quality, size, and shape of
the equipment being used and the demands ofthe task. The therapist then makes
decisions after discussion with the teacher, the child, and the parents as to the need and
the method of providing services. The remediation of handwriting problems may require
various approaches and models to address the students needs'
Models of Service Delivery
Overview
Toimplementoccupationaltherapypracticewithinthepublicschoolsystem,
there are a few basic models of service delivery one could utilize Pull- out therapy refers
to treatments in a school space other that the child's typical classroom. Push- in therapy
is defined as interveitions utilized within the classroom environment. Pull- out therapy
requires a therapist to use a direct approach to treatment,.whereas push- in therapy allows
the therapist to use a'variety of apfroaches to interventioh depending on the needs ofthe
child.
o 
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Direct service is often required when the situation is such that the therapist's
knowledge and training are nee"ded directly in order to ensure safety and efficacy ofthe
treatment. This method of intervention is usually done on a frequent and consistent basis,
at least once a week (Blossom, Ford, & iruse, 1988). Direct services can either be
implemented in the classroom or in another setting (AOTd 1989). However, no
guidelines appear to be in place about how to select the treatment setting.
Monitoring, a form of indirect service, is defined as when the therapist is
responsible for the creation ofa progam that meets a child's needs and for adapting the
environment to help the child succeed, including the addition ofany appropriate adaptive
equipment. While working under the monitoring service model, a therapist also
supervises classroom personnel responsible for carrying out the program and reassesses
this program at regular periods oftime. The school-based occupational therapist also
' meets with the child during the monitoring process on a weekly to monthly basis
@lossom et al., 1988; AOTA 1989). Dunn (1991) explains that monitoring is used when
the treatment progam needs to be implemented in many of the child's environments. The
therapist must ensure that the other caregivers implementing the specific plan are able to
carry the program out safely and effectively. when using a monitoring approach to
intervention, the occupational therapist is directly responsible fior the outcome of the
program @unn, 1991).
A therapist has different responsibilities when implementing consultation. The
therapist enables others to identify and address the needs ofthe child. Although the
therapist is not responsible for the outcome ofthe child's program, he or she is
responsible for effectively collaborating with the person responsible for the child's
--
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program. In consultation, the expertise of both parties is used to develop strategies or a
specific program together (Dunn, 1991). In the classroom, the occupational therapist may
train the personnel to implement a program and also ensure that the proper equipment is
available and is set tp properly @lossom et al., 1988; AOT4 1989) When consulting,
the therapist initially may spend time with the student, mostly by observing the student in
the classroom and the interaction between her or him and the teacher. In this provision
model, after the consultation is complete, the therapist does not return to the classroom
unless requested by the teacher @lossom et d., 1988)
Rourk (1996) looks at the evolving trend of implementing these services
throughout history. The first school-based occupational therapists to work in the public
school system had previously treated children at residential institutions. In the residential
institutions, the therapists used a direct service approach in an attempt to tleat the
student's underlying impairments. These institutions for students with disabilities were
the norm until the Education of Alt Handicapped children Act was enacted (Rourlg
1996). When the therapists from the residential setting began to work in the public school
systerL they carried over their practice oftreating children in isolated rooms using their
knowledge ofdirect service approaches to occupational therapy treatment @ourk, 1996).
In the public school arena, occupational therapists requested separate space to
conduct treatment ofchildren outside ofthe regular classroom. A separate occupational
therapy room was created in many schools, as space allowed, starting the trend of
treatment implementation in broom closets, hallways, gymnasiums, or auditorium stages
Rourk (1996) explains that many school-based therapists soon realized that this pull- out
service delivery was not accomplishing the goals ofenhancing the child's educational
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program. This pull- out system sometimes distracted the child, hindered the development
ofroutinei, and tended to worsen the child's academic performance in the classroom.
Pulling the child out ofthe classroom often caused him to miss lessons and fragmented
the day. This realization had an impact on the increased use of indirect approaches to
occupational therapy services (Rourk, 1996).
In today's practice, often more than one approach is implemented when treating a
child with a disability and, in certain cases, both direct and indirect service models are
feasible for occupational therapy treatment within the public school system @unn, 1988).
The approach a therapist takes in treating students of the particular school system is
varied depending on the needs ofthe child, teacher, parent, and therapist combined
However, there are no guidelines in place regarding this choice, and little research has
been done to determine which approach is best for a certain diagnosis or for attainment of
a particular theraPeutic goal.
The American occupational Therapy Association (AoTA) has created parameters
to aid the occupational therapist when choosing which approach is best. When setting
priorities for the child's sewice delivery, the therapist must look at issues of health and
safety, environmental adaptation needs, and the components that are hindering
performance, Also, one must address the potential for improvement, the age ofthe
student, the expertise ofthe educational personnel in assisting the child's unique needs,
and the availability ofthe space (AoTd 1989). Although these guidelines help a
therapisttobegintoreasoneffectively,theyarestillquitevagueregardinghowto
determine the best approach. Dunn (1988) stresses the importance ofresearch in
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determining which models should be used to treat specific conditions and which
characteristics must be present to justify the use of each model.
Research Regarding Service Deliverv Models
Pull- Out versus Push- In Services.
A research article titled "student's Preferences for Service Delivery: Pull- Out,
In- Class, or Integrated Models" by Jenkins and Heinen (1989) focused on children's
perceptions ofextended services, such as dccupational therapy. The authors of this study
attempted to discover stirdents' preferences about where and from whom they receive
services for their learning disabilities. The researchers interviewed six hundred- eighty-
six children from special, refredial, and regular educatidn setting in grades two to five,
The classrooms used either a pull- out, in- ilass, or integrated model
Jenkins and Heirien (1989) defend the importance ofthis research due to the
recent controversy regarding service deliiery in the school system. They indicate that
criticisms of a pull- out model include disrupting the classroom instruction, attaching
stigmas and causing embarrassment to children being pulled out, failing to increase
academic learning time, failing to produce transfer to the regular proglam, increasing
cost, and being ineffective (Jenkins and Heinen, 1989). The authors interviewed children
using a suwey that focused on these issues
A common theme for those that chose pull- out services indicated that pull- out is
less embarrassing, whereas the reasoning for preferring in- class services were to avoid
embarrassment ofbeing pulled out and convenience (Jenkins and Heinen, 1989).
Embarrassment played a larger role in the reasoning ofolder students than younger
students. The type of program the children were currently in and the children's grade
I
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level influenced the choice ofone service delivery over another. Most ofthe student's
curently receiving pull- out services indicated a preference for this model However,
those receiving in- class services were split evenly on preferences of model delivery. Of
the older students cuffently receiving in- class treatment, more indicated they would
prefer pull- out intervention (Jenkins and Heinen, 1989).
Jenkins and Heinen (1989) suggest that the children's opinions are not only
influenced by their experience of either model or their age, but by a vast variety of
perceptions. The children's opinions are influenced by their idea of effectiveness ofeach
model, ofthe quality ofthe setting for learning, ofthe potential for embarrassment, and
of convenience or because of the differences in the amount ofwork. The authors
summarize that the most important finding is that children do have firm opinions of
where they wish to receive services. As professionals continue to debate that one service
shoutd be implemented over another, Jenkins and Heinen (1989) argue that students
should be asked about their preferences and that their opinions be respected because it is
harmful to assume that children necessarily "see it our way".
A study by Cole, Harris, Eland, and Mills (1989) attempted to focus both on
effectiveness olin-,class versus out. of- class services and the opinions ofprofessionals
in the school system regarding these services. The investigators randomly assigned sixty-
one preschool children to either the in-class or out-of-class setting. Cole et al. (1989) used
two standardized tests to determine outcomes ofthe thitdren's performance after
receiving treatrirent in their allotted setting. They also used a teacher questionnaire to
determine the stafr s perceptions ofboth treatment approaches. This study did not
consider the children's perceptions ofthe services they were receiving. Treatment in each
i
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setting focused on motor skill intervention and pre- and post- test measures concentrated
on these areas to determine a significant difference ofsuccess in one setting versus the
other.
In this study, in- clais therapy was defined as the apProach in which occupational
therapy or physicat therapy staffprovides treatment within the classroom that the child
spent his or her day. out- of- class services included those that were implemented in an
isolated space such as a therapy room or another lection ofa room designated for
services other than the classroom. Both groups received equal amounts ofgroup or
individual sessions in order to avoid added variables (Cole et al., 1989)'
The results ofpre- and post- testing reveal no significant difference between the
two treatment approaches in improving motor skills, although the authors report slightly
heightened scores ofthe in-class group on all three motor measures as compared to the
children receiving out- ofclass therapy. The authors conclude that either model can yield
improvement of skilts for children receiving services. However, the addition ofthe
questionnaire demonStrated a preference fOr in-class services for several reasons.
The questionnaire given to staff revealed that they favor the in-class approach
because the use of services within the classroom facilitated academic focus on treatment
and that the therapy also benefited other children. The staffexpressed that the in-class
treatments seemed to provide a gleater benefit to children needing occupational therapy
and physical therapy services versus out- of- classroom tleatments. Staff reported that
neither service yielded embarrassment for the children or distractions to other students'
Cole et al. (1989) conclude that this study reveals that using in-class services may also
facilitate communication between therapy and clabsroom staff and also increase teacher's
:
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knowledge regarding m6tor skill treatment and ideas for interventions. The authors
caution that the results ofthis study be reviewed cautiously due to the small sample size
of both the interventions and the questionnaire (Cole et al., 1989)
Kellegrew and Allen (1996) describe the role ofoccupational therapy in a full-
inclusion classroom as an appropriate way for children to achieve goals while keeping
them in the least restrictive environment. A case study from the Moorpark Model is used
to demonstrate the success in providing thorough occupational therapy services in the
classroom. The authors differentiate between mainstreamed and full-inclusion
classrooms by stating, "in mainstreamed settings, the student is brought to the sewices.
In full-inclusion practices, the services are brought to the student (p.719)." The role of
the occupational therapist in a full inclusion classroom is to provide intervention within
the general education environment, including during class time, lunch hour, or recess
This treatment method allows the child to learn within the appropriate context and also
facilitates social interaction with peers th,roughout the normal school schedule (Kellegrew
& Allen, 1996).
TheMoorparkModelisbasedonthefull.inclusionprogramattheMoorpark
Unified School District in Moorpark, california. The philosophy of this program is that
students with disabilities have the right to be recognized as full members of the classroom
environment (Ketlegrew & Allen, 1996). In this school system, occupational therapy
treatment is administered in the natural environment as much as possible. Ifdirect
service model approaches are necessary outside ofthe general classroom, the contextual
environmental demands are incorporated so that the child will be able to generalize this
information in the context ofall settings (Kellegrew & Allen, 1996)'
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This program enforces the need for related services to be implemented within the
context ofthe normal environment. Results show that general education students also
benefit from special activities provided by related service interventions during normal
classroom routines. AIso, this method allows general education students to receive
services without being classified as children receiving special education (Kellegrew &
Allen, 1996). It seems as though each student can benefit from the integration of services
in the general education classroom. In the specific case study ofthis model, results
indicate that fult inclusion improves academic success, socialization skills, and peer
acceptance. This article presents a case study only, however, and lacks the research
needed to prove the authors' point conclusively. The Moorpark Model emphasizes that
least restrictive environment is most often the general education classroom, although they
do not incorporate the children's perception ofsuccess or satisfaction in this inclusive
setting.
Direct versus Consultative Models.
A study by Thress-Suchy, Roantee, Pfeffer, Reese, and Jennings (1999) focused
on the perceptions of mothers, fathers, and teachers regilding occupational therapy
services. The authors used a five point Likert scale and an open-ended response section to
discover the trends in opinions ofdirect versus consultative services. Thirty- five
mothers, eleven fathers, and fourteen teachers retumed the questionnaire (Thress-Suchy
et al., 1999).
The results ofthe survey reveal that both methods of intervention can be seen as
effective. The opinion was that it was the amount oftherapy the child received that made
an impact rather than the setting or approach to treatment. In both models of delivery, the
t
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areas of treatment that respondents felt made a difference in the child's needs were
activities of daily living, fine and gross motor skills training (Tkess-Suchy et al., 1999).
In addition to these, teachers included providing help in the classroonr, incorporating
sensory integration in the classroom, and sharing information as important aspects of
therapy.
This study demonstrates that perceptions ofeffectiveness may vary depending on
the specific child's needs or the respondents' experience. The authors suggest that more
effectiveness- based'res-earch is needed, but that opinion research is important in order to
facilitate communication among theiapists,'teachers, and parents regarding the delivery
model and approach that will be perteived as most effective for each child. There is no
mention throughout this study, hiwever, ofthe importance of incorporating the child's
perception or opinion when deciding the'approach to service delivery'
Case-Smith and Cable (1996) conducted a survey to determine how and why a
therapist chooses one approach over anbther. The researchers asked questions regarding
which methods were being used, how often, how the decision was made, and to discover
variables associated with attitudes toward each method. The study asked the respondents
to determine how much time was allocated for using two service delivery models. The
authors labeled the models as direct/pull-out therapy and integrated,/consultative therapy.
Results showed that 47%o ofthe time therapists used the pull- out method of
delivering services and 53% of the time an inclusive method was used. Attitudes about
the advantages and disadvantages ofthe different models revealed that therapists'
practice ofthese models is significantly associated with their personal or professional
preference for a certain model. Time spent using the direct approach to service delivery
I
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correlated to the beliefs of direct services being effective and enjoyable. Therapists who
worked mostly under the consultative model had lower opinions regarding the
importance or effectiveness of direct services.
Overall, therapists identified both positive and negative aspects ofeach delivery
model and appeared to be convinced that most often a combination ofservice delivery is
the most appropriate and beneficial way oftreating children (case-Smith & cable, 1996).
The author claims that although direct services are often implemented tkough a pull-out
model (Case-Smith & Cable, 1996), respondents in the study viewed the practice of
removing a child from a classroom to receive therapy as negative. 52% ofrespondents
disagreed that children receiving a direct sewice provision were best served outside of
the classroom.
Limitations ofthis study may have affected the results ofresponses. For example,
although most participants stated they believed children should be kept in the classroom,
no statistical analysis was done to determine how many actually practiced this belief
Results were limited to the percentage oftherapists using direct versus indirect
approaches. Relating to this idea, another limitation ofthe study is the vague definitions
of terms. This study used direct service delivery to irean "pull-out" services and then
changed the meaning of the term later in the article. This may allow for confusion as to
the accuracy of percentages in determining how often each method is used and in what
setting.
open-endedquestionSmayhaveprovidedabetterdescriptionofrespondents'
viewpoints and the sample size was small (less that l0% ofthe school-based therapists
contacted for the study). However, this study provides a good representation ofthe
" 
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variable use of service models and therapists' attitudes toward each (Case-Smith &
Cable, 1996). It appears that there is no definite way that therapists determine which
delivery option is best suited for a specific child. According to Case-Smith & Cable
(1996), occupational therapists seem to rely on personal preference, availability of
resources, and on their knowledge base regardiirg neelds ofa particular child
Davies and Gavin (1994) studied the difference between individual versus
group/consultation methods in treating prescho'ol'children with developmental delays.
Instead of focusing on opinions, the re-searchers attempted to use measures to determine
the effectiveness of direct versus consultative services. They found that little research has
been done and results have not empirically shown that altemate Eeatment approaches,
including monitoring and consultation methods, are effective
In their study, eighteen preschool children with developmental delays were
treated by either direcVindividual therapy or group/consultation therapy. Alter comparing
the initial assessment scores of fine motor, gloss motor, and functional skill development
with scores seven months after treatment, both groups improved in all areas. Due to the
results oftheir study, Davies and Gavin (1994) conctuded that there was no statistically
significant difference between these treatment methods in improving the children's
scores.
Robert Palisano (1989) conrlucted a similar study, comparing two methods of
service delivery for students with learning disabilities. One group of students received
group therapy using a direct intervention model and the other received group therapy
using a consultative approach. The direct intervention was implemented in a therapy
roomconductedbyanoccupationaltherapistwhiletheconsultativeapproachwasused
-l
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within the children's classroom. Both sessions included gross motor activities, sensory
integration techniques, visual-perceptual, and motor skills @alisano, 1989).
Compari6oriof children's results of scores ddmonstrated that both methods were
effective in improving a child's performanEe. Interpreting the results is limited due to the
small sample size and lack of control group @alisano, 1989). Also, it is diffrcult to
interpret what affected the improvement, such as direct versus consultative or pull- out
versus in-classroom treatment. Because ofthe limitations ofthe study, it may be
inappropriate to generalize this study to children with more significant learning
disabilities or to children with physical limitations
Theories to Guide Treatment in the Public School System
Because evidence is. scarce regarding which approach is most appropriate when
working with a particular child, a school- based occupational therapist must rely on
theoretical knowledge to help justify treatment decisions when treating children with
special needs. Each child is unique and complex in terms of his or her therapeutic needs
Occupational therapists ue expected to incorporate theoretical constructs that include the
environment as an influence on the person's behavior. In a school setting, it is essential
that environmental factors are taken into account by the school- based occupational
therapist in order to gather all information relating to the child's need for services.
Thiscanbeaccomplishedbyassessingtheenvironmentandalsoaskingforthe
child's input in regard to environmental factors lnvolving the person receiving
occupational therapy services is also a fundamental aspect ofpractice and has been
receiving more attention recently. Only when the therapist gains knowledge ofthe
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client's perspective can he or she be Sure that they are providing the most effective
treatment for this person.
Hall, Robe(son, and Turner (1992) described a formal clinical reasoning process
used in the Wake County Public School System in North Carolina to determine the
appropriateness of service. This article states that the benefits to using this clinical
reasoning process include the ability to determine what type of service would meet a
particular child's needs.
The authors describe the clinical reasoning process as a means to solve complex
problems that are diffrcult to address, such as when one is faced with inadequate or
unavailable information about a child (Hall et al., 1992). Deciding which intervention
model is best suited for which individual is definitely an undefined problem thus far in
field of occupational therapy. The clinical reasoning process is used at the Wake County
Public School System as a guide to structure treatment and service decisions. The
authors stress that results ofthe process cannot be generalized to a specific treatment
recommendation, but that the process itself can be taught to others to hetp guide decisions
(Hall et al,, 1992).
The clinical reasoning process includes a flow chart or decision tree in
determining the type of service that would best benefit a child once it is decided that
services are needed. Guidelines include ways to delineate the choice between direct,
monitoring, and case consultation. For example, ifa child's treatment requires
therapeutic techniQues specific to the skills ofan occupational therapist and no other
person could carry these out safely, then direct service is chosen. If a child requires more
ofa skills training program or ifthe child needs skills that the regular curriculum is not
l{
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providing, and someone else could carry over this training safely, monitoring is indicated-
If adaptations are needed to carry out this training, or ifthe child only needs
environmental adaptations or equipment, then case consultation is most appropriate (Hall
et al., 1992). However, there is always an overlap between service types, indicating the
need for flexibility ih adjusting and determining the typE of service provision needed.
As the clinical reasoning process is used in detision making, it allows teachers
and parents to understand the nled for occupationdl therapy in the school and
demonstrates the value ofall types ofservice models. The authors stress the need for
testing to determine whether a multi-service approach is an appropriate means oftherapy
in the public school system, The article does not directly differentiate between pulling a
child from the classroom versus keepinlthem in an inclusive environment (Hall et al.,
t9e2)
Ecologv of Human Performance Model
occupational therapy theory suggests that the environment must play an essential
role in treatment planning. DunrL Brown, & McGuigan (1994) explain that behavior is a
result ofphysical, social, temporal, environmental, and cultural factors. The theme of
environmental importance is continuously apparent in occupational therapy literature,
however, discussion about how to implement this theory is limited. The Ecology of
Human Performance Model @HP) can be used as a guide for therapists in considering
the effect of context in treatment. The EHP framework considers the environment an
important element that impacts on behavior.
That an interaction exists between human behavior and environment and that
performance can only be understood in that particular context is a key premise to this
:-r_
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theory @unn, Brown, & McGu igar., 1994) For example, if a person has limited
resources or abilities within the natural environment he may not find meaning in the
environment or be able to perform within that setting. "The tasks that are possible are
limited because the person is not able to use the resources that might be available to
support performance in the context" @unn et a1., 1994, p. 601). This statement reflects
the importance of critically analyzing the setting in which the client will benefit most
from treatment. A person may learn a new skill in the context ofthe therapy clinic, but be
unable to use what they have leamed in the everyday world. It is critical that a therapist
acknowledges the importance ofthe context and decides treatment plans accordingly.
The authors suggest there are several steps in determining treatment needs. one
must first attempt to alter the client's skills and abilities in the natural environment.
Another option is to alter the context so that the patient can perform at his current skill
level in the appropriate environment. In this intervention approach, one does not change
the actual person or environment but instead attempts to find a match between the needs
ofthe person and the benefits ofa particular environment. Another option is to adapt the
actual environment so that the person linds some success. The therapist either changes
the context orthe tasks to be performed by providing cues or reducing distractible aspects
of the current environment @unn et al., :-99$ Although this model may appeal to imply
that persons be treated in the natural environment exclusively, the authors suggest that
research is important to determine outcomes when treating in both the natural and
contrived context for individuals wiih particular conditiins'
This theory may help the school- blsed occupational therapist discciver the best
environment for the child receiving services. Sometimes it may be difficult for a child to
{
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generulize skills being leamed in the therapy room to the actual classroom setting At
other times, children may not find that the classroom is a conducive environment to
accomplish occupational therapy goals. Asking the child may be the first step in deciding
which environment helps the child succeed in therapy.
Client-Centered Theory
Client-centered practice, also referred to as person-centered therapy, was, first
introduced by Carl Rogers in the 1940's and 1950's @yan, 1997). Rogers highlighted
the importance of cultural values, the therapist-client relationship and interactions, and
the client's active role in therapy. He betieved that the quality ofthe therapist-client
interaction was very important (Law, Baptiste, & Mills, 1995) Rogers intended his
theory be used as a basis for psychotherapy @rodley, 1986), but within the past two
decades it has been brought into the health care practice in other ways (Law et al., 1995).
within the health professions, canadian occupational therapists were among the first to
employ the client-centered model by systematically adding some changes. These
changes include the essentials ofcollaboration among the client and the therapist, the
client's right to make choices regarding treatment, and the influence ofthe client's
context in determining interventions (Law et al.). Both assessment and treatment focus on
collaborative relations with the person receiving therapy in client-centered theory.
Law et al. (1995) define client-centered practice as:
an approach to providing occupational theraPy, which embraces a
philosophy ofrespect for, and partnership witlL people receiving
services. Client-centered practice recognizes the autonomy of
individuats, the need for client choice in making decisions about
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occupational needs, the strengths clients bring to a therapy
encounter, the benefits of client-thdrapist partnership and the need
to ensure that services are accessible and fit the context in which"a
client lives (P. 253).
Autonomy and choice focus on the fact that each client is unique and brings his or
her own views to therapy. Clients are seen as experts about themselves, as they are the
ones who know how their disabilities are affecting their activities of daily living. To help
the client make choices about services, the therapist must present all the necessary
information to the client in such a way that the person can understand (Law et al ).
It is important for the therapist to recognize and respect the patient's values and
beliefs, and look at these beliefs when determining intervention. In reality, there is
uncertainty about the extent to which therapists involve their patients in the planning of
intervention (Brown & Bowen, 1998). Brown & Bowen conducted a study to determine
whether or not therapists consider the consumer's choice and environment when creating
a treatment plan. The researchers suweyed two hundred occupational therapists by
presenting a case study for them to retum with a treatment plan
Results of this study determined that therapists fail to integate the environment
and the opinion of the client into the treatment plan @rown & Bowen, 1998) They
explain that "respondents identified more interventions aimed at changing the person than
interventions aimed at changing the environment or making a person/environment fit
(Brown & Bowen, 1998, p. 57). However, the small sample of retumed surveys limits
the validity ofthis study. The results may have differed with a larger and more diverse
population.
.l
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Bowen (1996) suggests thdt the-school system is one setting in which it is
essential to involve the person in the'decision of service delivery. She provides guidelines
for proper implementation of client-centered theory explaining that it is important to
involve the client in decision making from the evaluation through the treatment process.
The recipients ofoccupational therapy services should be educated in terms that they
understand so that the therapist can help create goals and decide which services best fit
his unique needs and how these services should be carried out (Bowen, 1996). Any client,
regardless ofage, should have input in the type oftreatment he will receive, where this
will take place, and what goals are appropriate to address during intervention.
When treating children it is important to implement the client-centered theory'
Although most children do not understand the technical aspects ofthe treatment being
provided, they may have a sense ofwhat feels best. A child may be able to tell his or her
therapist which environment is most comfortable during treatment and why. One child
may notice that the classroom allows him or her to understand what is being taught or
worked on during therapy, while another may be able to express that the therapy room is
best because it is easier to concentrate. By asking the children directly and giving them a
voice in the treatment decision, the therapist may empower the children and have more
justifi cation of treatment decisions.
Research Regarding Client-Centered Theory
Klingner, Vaughn, Schumm, Cohen, & Forgan (1998) incorporated this notion of
the importance ofbeing client-centered within the school setting They conducted a
study on children's perceptions ofthe different service delivery models they had
received. The purpose ofthe research was to determine the children's preference for
I
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inclusion or pull- out services within the school system. Subjects in this study were
thirty-two students, with and without learning disabilities, who had been exposed to both
general classroom/ inclusive services and resource room./ pull- out services. The
researchers evaluated which model enhanced learning and social interactions according to
the students. Results indicated tilat the pult- out method was the children's choice
overall, but many children indicated that inclusion was meeting both academic and social
needs (Klingner et al., 1998).
The researchers found that although the children ha'd opinions on the subject, they
were not very erirotional about the issue one way or anothtr. Students believed that more
leaming took place and there was a gleater emphasis on learning when in the classroom,
although the work was more challenging (for some students this was positive, for others
it was negative), In terms of academic versus s-ocial factors, more students said that pull-
out was preferable for learning but inclusion was better for making friends (Klingner et
al, 1998). The researchers suggest that the options ofpush- in or pull- out services should
remain, and that each child's treatment should be based on the student's needs'
perception ofwhich option is most appropriate should be one of several issues when
implementing a child's treatment plan (Klingner et al, 1998). The child may have
relevant input as to which model is truly "least restrictive" for achieving success in
therapy and in academics.
Klingner and vaughn (1999) summarized twenty studies that occurred over two
decades addressing students' perceptions about inclusion efforts. The studies involved
children both with and without leaming disabilities and the students' opinions were
..surprisingly convergent" in terms of sewice implementation within the classroom. Most
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students did not find that special adaptations and accommodation were a hindrance to
learning. The majority thought accommodations had the potential to promote learning for
the entire classroom. students have individual and distinct ideas ofhow they should be
taught and how they leam best. The children want equal treatment, yet they also realize
that some students have unique needs to suCceed in the classroom. In summary, students
with leaming disabilities desire involvement in the same activity groups as their
classmates, and their peers without disabilities agree.
while students, perceptions should not be the only determinant during decision
making, the s$dents' voices should be considered when planning educational
adaptations, accommodations, and service implementation (Klingner & Vaughn, 1999).
Effectiveness of Implementing client- centered Treatment with children
Some may argue that a child is too young or cognitively immature to make
decisions regarding treatment settings. Schoot systems have a curriculum that students
are expected to follow, most often without having a voice in program planning However'
there is theoretically and scientifically based evidence that school- aged children have the
cognitive capacity to provide input and make choices regarding their educational needs
Piaget,stheoryofcognitivedevelopmentsuggeststhatbytheageofsevenor
eight years, children are capable oflogical thought (wadsworth, 1996). Piaget named this
period of cognitive development as the "concrete operational stage". The child's sense of
autonomy is enhanced during this period. This is evidenced by an increased ability to
evaluate oneself in terms of morality and by the ability to make decisions based on one's
own will (wadsworth, 1996). children before this age accept authority as the ultimate
rule without being able to evaluate the rules as being fair or suitable to their own personal
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needs. Once children reach this "concrete operational stage" at the age ofseven or eight,
they continue to r6spect authority brit are also able to critically evaluate the rules placed
upon them. At this stage ofdevelopment, students are able to understand the viewpoints
ofothers and are able to exchange logical thoughts and discussions with adults
(Wadsworth, 1996).
In 1970, Piaget emphasized the importance of incorporating students' interests
and personal needs in the development ofschool curricula. He theorized that children
demonstrate increased performance and success when they are allowed the opportunity to
collaborate with others regarding their programs and expected outcomes @iaget, 1970).
When a student is allowed to incorporate his or her own will, personal needs, and
interests in the activity, the motivation to engage in the activity will increas6 which in
tum will enhance success @iaget, 1970). Wadsworth (1996) explains that Piaget was an
advocate for treating children as equals versus using an authoritarian approach to
teaching. School- aged children should be allowed a voice in creating rules and pro$ams
in order to allow them to practice self-criticisms and self-discipline (Wadsworth, 1996)
An article by Brown (1999) enhances the credibility ofPiaget's theory of
cognitive development and the ability ofchildren to make personal decisions regarding
their needs. Brown (1999) discusses both the cognitive capabilities of middle school
children and the need to reexamine school curricula in order to account for students' level
ofdevelopment. The author explains that the focus of middle school education is to
expandself-awarenessand'asenseofuniquenessandcompetencyChildreninmiddle
school, from seven to twelve years ofage, have developed a solid sense ofself, according
toBrown(1999).Megacognitionbeginstodevelop,whereasstudentsknowaboutand
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have control over their own thinking @rown, 1999). It is important to incorporate these
skills into school activities to enhance refinement of cognitive development. The middle
school curriculum should be set up in a way to allow for individualized thinking and
decision- making to occurjbecause at this age children are cognitively able to make
decisions, think about and ev'aluate outcomes, and develop rational conclusions (Brown,
lggg). It can be argued that Brown would advocate for middle school children to be
allowed the opportunity to collaborate in occupational therapy service delivery based on
this literature.
Sameroffand Haith (1996) integrate numerous research studies and theories in
their book titled,
They explain that the mind ofa five year- old and that ofa seven year- old are extremely
different. There is a cognitive growth during these yeals leading to the development of
self- understanding. Some would argue that school- aged children are unable to evaluate
personal strenglhs and weaknesses and therefore, would be unable to make educated
decisions as to which setting affords them the best performance during occupational
therapy intervention.
Sameroff and Haith (1996) argue that although very young children see
themselves concretely as being either "bad" or "good" at certain skills, that by the age of
seven, children are able to be both self- critical and self- understanding. School- aged
children are able to integate many concepts and provide various examples when
discussing their personal strengths and weaknesses (Sameroff & Haith, 1996) The
authors also explain that school- aged children have the maturity to conceptualize their
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thoughts and the thoughts ofothers. This enables them to communicate with adults
effectively regarding their needs (Sameroff& Haith, 1996).
There is documentation and literature to defend the use ofclient- centered
occupational therapy with children in the public school system. Because children are at
various stages ofcognitive development and many receiving services have learning
disabilities, adults may need to adjust the method of collaborating with students versus
older clients. Due to the research indicating the potential to discuss treatment intervention
and service delivery methods with children, occupational therapists should take into
account the students' ideas when determining service delivery settings.
Conclusions
The research available may be used to guide an occupational therapist when
deciding which service delivery provision would best suit a student. However, there is
insuffrcient research reflecting the difference ofusing a pull- out versus in-classroom
approach when implementing direct treatment services. Although it seems as if most
often the choice would be to keep the child within the classroom context, many therapists
putl children out and tl.eat them in a clinic setting within the school system. It is not
known iftherapists are consistent in providing services in the least restrictive
environment, and whether in-classroom treatment is actually the least restrictive
environment for theraPY.
Further research is needed on this topic, specifically geared to treating certain
disabilities. AIso, research is needed to help decide when to use a direct, monitoring, or
consultative approach to treat a child. The fust step in identifring the implications and
effectiveness ofeach method may be to ask the recipients ofthe service their opinions
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on what works best for them. Because occupational therapy promotes the importance of
the client's voice in treatment, asking the child his or her opinion on the services is one
avenue to enhance the implementation ofthe client- centered approach. In asking the
children directly, we may also begin to answer questions of which environment is truly
the "least restrictive" in their eyes.
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Research Questions
Do childien prefer a direct, pull- out service delivery model or a push- in
approach to occupational thbrapy for the'treatment of handwriting delays? What is their
reasoning behind their choice? These questions were answered through interview and
data analysis..By intervibwing children receiving both service models ofoccupational
therapy within the publib school system, the preference ofone over another may help
therapists determine the best trdatment approach to implement.
Descrip'tion of Subj ects
Nineteen students participaied in this study. The students were from the Aubum,
Jordan- Elbridge, and Port Byron school districts in Upstate New York. All subjects were
enrolled in public education and were currently receiving occupational therapy services
tkough New Directions Therapeutics, Inc. This agency contracts with the public school
systems in the counties ofcayuga, onondaga, and wayne to provide school-based
occupational theraPY services.
Eight girls and eleven boys, ranging in age from seven to eleven years old,
participated in the interview. of the nineteen subjects, five were primarily diagnosed as
multiply disabled, four were labeled other Health Impaired, tl[ee as Speech Impaired,
two as mildly autistic, and two as leaming disabled. one child was primarily diagnosed
as having Attention Deficit H)?eractivity Disorder (ADHD), one as having Obsessive
compulsive Disorder, and one student was labeled post Traumatic Brain Injury. Nine of
the participants were enrolled in special education classes, being integrated in regular
classrooms for,,specials" and/or specific academic subjects. Ten ofthe students were in
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regular education classrooms for the entire school day. All were verbal and deemed
capable ofansivering the interview questions by their occupational therapists.
AII subjects were currently receiving occupational therapy in a combined service
delivery approach of pull- out and push- in sessions for goals related to handwriting. Six
children had IEP guidelines indiceting the rieed for occupational therapy one time per
week and thirteen chitdren received services twice weekly. Only one IEP indicated that
the child must receive one pull- out session and one push- in session per week, whereas
all others indicated that either delivery model be used as aPpropriate. All therapists
expressed they felt that the nineteen students had experienced both models on enough
occasions to be able to answer the interview questions.
The participants were chosen by a chart review to randomly select approximately
thirty students meeting specific criteria. The participants were between seven and eleven
years old, were curently attending a public school system, and had received occupational
therapy services in the last two yeus with goals related to handwriting skills- All sn]dents
included in the study had been treated both in the classroom and in a separate therapy
space within the school building for occupational therapy services. The children in this
study had minimal to no physical disabilities. A demographic sheet was developed in
order to obtain data (See Appendix A).
The school districts were sent a letter with information about the study (See
Appendix B) and asked to retum an informed consent fofin (See Appendix c). consent
was obtained from all school districts involved in this study. All parents ofthe children
identified as potential subjects were sent letters about the study (See Appendix D)'
Nineteen of the children's parents gave informed consent for the interview to take place
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The children were also asked to sign the consent form before participating in the
interview (See ApPendix E).
Measurement Instruments
The researcher created the interview format and questions used ih this study. The
format consisted ofboth open-ended and forced choice questions in order to gather and
analyze data. The interview incorporated an open- ended portion in order to allow the
child to express his or her opinion without prompting from the researcher. Follow up
questions facilitated a clearer explanation ofthe child's responses (See Appendix F).
A preliminary list offorced choice questions was developed based on the factors
discussed in the literature. These questions relate to factors of receiving therapy both in
the classroom and in a separate therapy space. The factors emphasized related to
.research regarding children's opinions oflearning in a general classroom versus a
resource room. Klingner, Vaughn, Schumm, Cohen, and Forgan (1998) identified factors
relating to social, emotional, and academic needs ofchildren. Some aggregate opinions
relating the above factors to options of service delivery are that staying in the general
classroom allows children to experience more friendships, receive more help, and learn
better. However, this setting was thought by some to be too noisy' distracting' or
embarrassing. Some reported the opposite opinion in regards to the same factors' stating
theyfeltpullingchildrenoutforservicesallowedthemtoexperiencemorefriendships,
more help, and a greater learning opportunity Many thought that both settings had
advantages and disadvantafes and could not choose one setting over another (Klinger et
al., 1998). As the researcher ofthis study developed survey questions' these factors were
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incorporated, addressing social, emotional, and academic reasons for the children's
opinions.
To enhance or refine the list of factors, therapists from New Directions
Therapeutic, Inc. discussed their knowledge of factors expressed by children regarding
services with the researcher. Although this list offactors is by no means inclusive ofall
possible opinions ofa child, it is a starting pbint for discussing the topic. Questions
addressed both positiviarid negative aspects oftherapy in the classroom and in a separate
space.
This interview was pilot studied using seven children with similar criteria to
determine the appropriateness ofqridstions in terms ofwording and content. One question
was restructured foi ctarity and all others wer'e deemed appropriate Aom results of the
pilot study. Ten adults were asked io review the questions for clarity and content before
implementing the interviews. The Ithaca College Human Subjects Review Board
approved this study foltowing the completion ofa research proposal (See Appendix G).
Description of Study
The children were interviewed during a time period that did not conflict with
academic proglams or ,,specials" such as gym, music, or art. Most interviews took place
at the beginning ofthe child's therapy session. Each interview took approximately five to
ten minutes to complete. The children were asked questions regarding their opinions of
occupational therapy services both in the classroom and outside ofthe classroom. AII
answers were recorded on the interview sheet and kept in a confidential binder'
The researcher had initially planned to audiotape the interviews and record
responses on paper to accurately gather all data Following the first interview' the
-.r.rj-r-=--
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researcher decided to discontinue this method of data collection as it created a distraction
for the child, it increased the need for confidentiality, and recording responses on paper
was accurate and complete. The interviews were conducted in a Private location without
the presence of the theraPist.
Data Analysis
Each question was separated into categories ofnegative and positive factors of
each method of service delivery. Descriptive statistics were used to obtain an agglegate
opinion as to which service delivery is preferred and the common factors associated with
this choice. Because the reliability and validity ofthe interview have not been
established, results need to be interpreted cautiously
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Results
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Percentiles were compiled to determine the resulfs of each question Questions
regarding opinioirs ofthe therapy room and ofthe classroom setting were grouped
separately. When children were asked to identify their preference for in- classroom
therapy versus therapy in the occupational therapy room, 100% ofthe children indicated
that they prefer the therapy room versus staying in the classroom to receive services.
When answering forced- choice duestions related to both settings, the children varied in
their opinions. Table 1 depicts answers relating to children's opinions of pull- out
services.
Table I
Percentage of Children's YeVNo Answers Regarding Pull- Out Services (4=19)
Interview Question Yes No
Do d ttke tea"t"g ctass to have therapy with your OT? 94.7 05.3
Do you feel like you are able to get your therapy work done
when you go to the theraPy room?
Do you get embarrassed at all when your OT works with you
in the theraPy room?
fue you able to pay attention to your therapist
in the theraPY room?
Do you have fun when you have OT in the therapy room?
Does your therapist help you with your work when you are in
the theraPy room?
Is it noisy when you have therapy in the therapy room?
Would you like to have more OT in the therapy room?
84.2 15.8
05.3 94.7
94.7
100.0
94.7
000
100 0
05.3
00.0
05.3
100.0
00.0
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Although all children expressed they would enjoy more occupational therapy
services in the therapy room, one child expressed he did not like leaving class to have
therapy and that he felt he was unable to complete his work when in the therapy room.
Another child also expressed that he was unable to complete occupational therapy
assignments in the therapy room, indicating a possible preference for therapy in the
classroom. However, all children expressed that they felt that the therapy room was a
quiet place to have occupational therapy and that they felt pull- out services were fun
Only one child indicated he became embarrassed when taken from the classroom for
therapy. Results indicate that although all children indicate a strong preference for pull-
out services, some were able to indicate negative aspects to this service provision.
children's answers in regards to occupational therapy in the classroom were more
varied.63.ZYoof the nineteen children interviewed expressed they did not enjoy staying
inclassforoccupationaltherapyservices.57.9o/oofthechildrendidpositivelynotethat
they were able to complete occupational therapy assignments within the classroom
setting and that they did have fun when receiving push- in therapy. The ability to pay
attention to the therapist in the classroom and the potential for embarrassment did not
appealtobepredominantfactorsinthechildren'spreferenceforpull-outservices'
7g.g%o ofrhechildren expressed they were able to pay attention and the same percentage
indicated they were not embarrassed when the occupational therapist provided services
within the classroom environment. 78.9% ofthe interviewees expressed that they felt
adequatehelpwasprovidedwhenthetherapistprovidedtreatmentintheclassroom.The
levelofnoise,however,appearstoinflr'encethechildren'spreferenceforpull-out
sewices. 7g.9% of the nineteen children expressed'it was noisy when interacting with 
the
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therapist in the classroom setting. Only 10.5% of the children would enjoy more
occupational therapy in a push- in intervention approach. Table 2 depicts answers of
children's opinions regarding push- in therapy services.
Table2
Percentage of Children's YesA{o Answers Regarding Push- In Services (4=19)
Interview Question Yes No
Do you like staying in class and having your therapy there? 36.8 63.2
Do you feel like you are able to get your therapy work done
when you stay in class for theraPY?
Do you get embarrassed at all when your OT works with you
in the classroom?
Are you able to pay attention to your thbrapist
in the classroom?
Do you have fun when you have OT in the classroom?
Does your therapist help you with your work when Vhe is
in class with you?
Is it noisy when you have therapy in the classroom?
Would you like to have more OT in the classroom?
s79
2), 1
'78 9
5',1 .9
78.9
78.9
105
42.1
789
21 1
42.1
21.r
2tl
895
when cross- tabulating results to determine the impact of one answer in relation
to another, no significant differences were found. For example, there was no correlation
between the child stating he or she was not able to pay attention in the classroom and
whether or not it was felt the classroom was too noisy. Other cross tabulations between
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questions were similar in that there was no direct relationship between answers. The
research is limited to descriptive statistic measures due to the limited number of
participants in the study and the paucity of interview questions given.
open- ended questions yielded the most significant results in terms ofeliciting the
true opinions ofthe children. Although these answers do not have statistical relevance,
trends are evident in terms ofthe children's reasoning behind their answers. Twenty-
three answers to the open- ended portion ofthe interview related to factors ofplay
opportunity in the therapy room. Some quotes include the following: "I have more fun
because there, s games," ,,It's fun because I can go in the ball pit, and we can't do that in
class," and "It's more fun, because I can play games and write on the board " Sixteen
answers related to factors of inability to attend while in ihJ class.oo.. Children
expressed, ,,There are too many distractions in class. . . it gets tempting to talk," and "I
can,t get my therapy work done because kids sit next to me and disturb me in class."
Four answers related to factors of embarrassment in the classroom. one child said, "I'm
embarrassed because other kids stare at us in the room." Another said he is embarrassed
in class because "alt ofmy friends are there." Four answers were related to academic
differences, such as the amount of work required in each setting, tkee were related to
opportunities for help in the therapy.rborq and seven iricorporated a variety ofthese
factors or other factors in their answers. Although all open- ended answers are subject to
interpretation, this is one way to identifr common trends among the children in terms of
their opinions. Although most children answered forced- choice questions with thought
and confidence, follow- up questions allowed th.eir to expand their answers. open- ended
I
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Researcti Questions Answered
The primary purpose of this study was to determine in which setting children
prefer to receive occupational therapy services related to handwriting in the public school
system. The research questior; "Do children prefer a direct, pull- out service delivery
model or a push- in approach to occupational therapy?" was answered in that all children
indicated they prefer pull- out services. It is confirmed that the children surveyed enjoy
pull- out services and would chose this delivery model over push- in when given the
option.
when seeking an answer to the second research question, "what is their reasoning
behind their choice?" results were varied. Trends were found as to why they preferred to
be putled out ofthe classroom. However, statistical significance could not be obtained
Answers to open- ended questions provided a better explanation ofthe child's opinions
Although some children could not accurately define why pull- out occupational therapy
was their choice, most had legitimate responses as to the basis of their reasoning. The
students most often related factors such as play or the ability to attend when discussing
their preference for occupational therapy in a pull- out service model'
It is not surprising that children prefer the therapy room because ofthe increased
play opportunities a pull- out model provides. Adults may perceive this reasoning as not
important when determining treatment settings, however theories on play found in the
literature defend play as an important factor in children's development'
Play Theory
Play has been an aspect ofoccupitional therapy intervention from the beginning
ofthe profession. As occupational therapy has changed with time, so has the theory
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behind the importance ofplay_ Many theories regarding play have emerged tkough the
years, justiSing the inclusion ofplay activities when treating children during
occupational theraPY sessions.
In this study, all children were being seen by the occupational therapist for
handwriting problems. Although research was not aimed at discovering what methods
were being used to teach handwriting skills, it is conimon for therapists to use rote
exercises, such as worksheets, to meet these therapeutic goals. Using repetition and
handwriting exercises is especially common in a classroom letting where a therapist is
often working with a child at a deslq and limited space is available to provide play
opportunities as a means ofachieving goals. In a'therapy space, the therapist is better able
to use organized ptay taskd'that work on the same skills needed for handwriting.
AccordingtoBrurcr(1972)achildmaylearnbettertkoughplayopportunities
versus rote exercises. This theory'of play suggests that play is a cognitive process that
allows children to develop skills needed in adulthood. when engaging a child in
organized play tasks, a child is able to practice skills in a safe environment without
concentrating on the expected outcome oftheir actions. Bruner (19?2) states that children
require a flexible environment in which they are able to feel confident and safe in order to
enhance their skills. This theory stresses that play is a primary method to facilitate the
development of motor skills, such as handwriting, because it allows sfudents to practice
new skills and combine aspects of old skills in order to achieve new learning in contexts
outside of the play environment @runer, 1972)'
Whenachildisbeingtreatedforhandwritingproblemsintheclassroomthrough
worksheetexercises,forexample,thechildmaybeprimarilyfocusedoncompletingthe
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worksheet successfully and feel insecure in trying out new ideas or strategies Tkough
structured play, a chitd may be practicing the same skills as during a work task. HoweVer,
this is being accomplished with a feeling ofease because play is not seen as threatening,
but as motivating and fun @runer, 1972).
Reilly explains that play is an important aspect ofchildren's development,
especially for those with disabilities, because it allows them to develop skills and to
achieve in fulfilling their roles as student, son, daughter, brother, or sister. Reilly (1974)
states that though play a child discovers a conflict between what is expected and what is
unexpected. This conflict results in a child's curiosity as to how something works or how
to solve a problem that arises during the play activity. This curiosity further motivates the
child to continue playing and become competent in skills required to master the play task
Reilly's theory can be directly applied to the analysis ofwhy the children in this
study indicated their preference for services in the therapy room due to the opportunity
for play. Reilly discusses that children progress tkough stages ofplay development
including exploratory, competency, and achievement behavior (Reilly, 1974)'
Exploratory behavior is the first sage ofplay development that is seen in infancy
and early childhood. This stage focuses on the child's interest in his or her new
environment as one attempts to explore in search for rules. When a child in this stage is
abte to play in a safe environment, feelings ofhope and trust in others and in the
environment are fostered. Throughout the school years, the competency behavior stage
emerges as children discover a nded to interact and have an impact on the environment.
The students practice new skills with concentration and persistence and search for
feedback from others in order to enhahce self- confidence and a feeling of mastery of
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skills expected ofthem (Reilly, 1974). During the achievement behavior stage, children
incorporate learning from the first two stages. As students mature, they strive to achieve
as they gain a sense ofsuccess versus failure associated with expectations. Children in
this stage ofdeveldpment compare themselves to a standard and a competitive element is
incorporated, whether the! are competing with others or with themselves (Reilly, 1974).
Students participating in this interview. were most likely experiencing the later two stages
of play development.
A child receiving occupational therapy services in the classroom during the
middle school years may be comparing his progress with that ofhis peers, according to
Reilly's theory. Although the children in this study may not have associated this feeling
with a sense of embarrassment, they may have associated this with why they prefer to
learn tkough play activities in a safe environment, such as an isolated room'
students with learning problems are constantly being challenged to succeed in a
classroom setting and are being compared or compaling themselves to their peers.
Children with fine motor diffrculties struggle to achieve in the classroom tkoughout each
day. perhaps students with handwriting problems enjoy leaving the classroom to play in
the therapy room simply because it provides them with a break from the stress ofthe
classroom environment. A therapist providing in- classroom services, especially tkough
rote exercises, may simply be adding to the pressure to succeed academically in the
classroom. Tkough structured play activities that address handwriting skills, these
students are able to practice new skills and are also provided an oppornrnity to escape the
stressors experienced in the classroom.
" 
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Play as a Factor 
nof 
Preference
Although various play theorists state that dl.rring middle childhood play is a means
ofdeveloping skills, most school programs do not incorporate adequate play opportunity
for children beyond the preschool years. In a study by Rothlein and Brett (1987) they
discovered that parents were not interested in their children playing at school, but instead
concentrating on academics as the children's school needs Teachers in the study by
Rothlein and Brett (1987) also expressed they felt play had little value in the school
curriculum. Both teachers and parents indicated that they perceived play as a period of
rest from work and that children did not require much play opportunity in school. The
authors ofthis study suggest that the lack of written material regarding the importance of
play in school-aged chitdren's development may be related to this perception ofplay as
invaluable.
shevin (1987) conducted a literature review ol special education sources and
discovered that play was utilized even less in the special education versus general
education setting as a means of skill development. In special education settings, play is
most often used as a reward system for good behavior. Work is the focus and play is used
as a time- filler or as a luxury versus as an educational component ofthe school day.
Special educators most often use tools such as worksheets, pre- drawn art activities, and
drills for teaching on a daily basis (Shevin, 1987). Although play theory suggests that
children learn best tkough play activities, play is not readily being incorporated into the
school day, according to research
Perhaps the children in this study preferred pull- out occupational therapy services
simply because this method allowed for a much needed opportunity to play. It may be
J-Frla
,
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found that ifpush- in services involved elements ofplay, the children may perceive in-
classroom occupational therapy in the same way as pull- out. Ifthese children were
experiencing classroom- based play activities more often tkoughout the general school
day, they may better tolerate push- in therapy services whether or not they involved play
at all. This study raises many questions as to the effectiveness of both occupational
therapy services in various settings as well as to the teaching methods ofchildren in
general. AII children may benefit from increased play opportunity tkoughout the school
day in order to practice needed skills for success as their role as student'
In other studies discussed in the literature review regarding children's perceptions
of service delivery methods (Ienkins & Heinen, 1989; Klingner et al., 1998), play was not
found to be a predominant factor. In both studies, the authors were comparing the general
education classroom versus the resource room and were not interviewing children in
relation to occupational therapy services. Play is not usually a part ofeither the special
education setting nor the general education classrobm as discussed in the literature
(shevin, 1987). This interview focused on occupational therapy settings, where play is
traditionally used in the pult- out method much more often than in the classroom setting'
The difference in occupational therapy settings versus special education settings may
account for play becoming a factor in this study and not indicated as a factor in other
studies discussed in the literature
Discussion of Other Factors
Inthisstudy,embarrassnientwasnotapredominantfactorinthestudents'
preferencesfortherapyimplemehtationwhenana$zingresultsofforcedchoice
questions. However, some students did address fa'&ors of embarrassment during follow-
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up questioning. Open- ended questions revealed that some children are embarrassed when
their occupational therapist works with them in the classroom. Through forced choice
answers, one child expressed he was embarrassed when being pulled out ofthe
classroom. I
These results are similai to those found by Jenkins and Heinen (1989). When
asking children their preference for being educated in an inclusive setting versus in a
special education setting, children emphasized factors of embarrassment in both cases.
Some indicated that they became embarrassed wh'en receiving help in the general
education classroom and others expressed they were embarrassed when being pulled out
of the classroom environment.
Although the sample size in this study wars much smaller than the study by
Jenkins and Heinen (1989), one may conclude that children do often feel embarrassed
when receiving related services. However, the children's opinions differ as to which
setting causes embarrassment. This finding emphisizes the importance of collaborating
with students in order to determine their individual needs when deciding treatment
settings.
In Cole, Harris, Etand, and Mills' (1989) study the teacher survey was related
specifically to occupational therapy settings. The result ofthe teacher questionnaire
disagrees with the children's opinions found in this study. The staff interviewed in the
cole et al. (1989) study indicated that neither service yielded embarrassment or
distractions for the children receiving treatment. These were two factors identified by
children preferring pull- out services in this study. Although both sample sizes were
small, it is indicative that adults and children may view the least restrictive environment
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differently. This finding is one more indication that collaboration with children is needed
when determining the best setting for occupational therapy intervention.
lnterpretation of Occupational Therapy Theories
As discussed in the literature review, a therapist must utilize occupational therapy
theories when making treatment decisions, due to the lack ofresearch regarding sewice
delivery. The Ecology of Human Performance Model (EIIP) is one theoretical model that
may serve as a guideline when providing school- blsed occupational therapy, because the
children in this survey clearly stated that the environment impacted their performance in
therapy. Although the opinions varied in regards to each environment, all identified
environmental factors in their reasoning for preferring therapy in a sepalate space.
Whether they focused on the fact that the environment was more fun or less distracting,
the environment played a role in their answers.
DunL Brown, & McGuigan (1994) discuss that the therapist must either alter the
client's skills in the natural environment or change the physical environment in order to
elicit success in therapy, according to the moclel. ihis study shows that the children are
often able to identify how to alter the environment in order for therapy to be most
beneficial. It may be that thefe needs to be more e!.rnhasis on creating a fun environment
in the child,s push- in session in 6rder for them to'Lnjoy treatment in the classroom and
thus succeed. The therapist may need to alter the classroom session so there is less noise
and less distraction. If embarrassment is a factor for the child when staying in class for
therapy or when being taken oirt ofthe classroonr, this emotional component may impact
the success of treatment.
D-- 
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Because the envirdnment does play Such an important role in treatment, according
to EHP and the results of the interview, it seems thit by asking the child which
environmental factors influence their success, a therapist can provide optimal treatment
The client- centered theory should also be utilized in the public school system. when
being client- centered one can extract useful information for treatment planning,
according to Law et al. (1995). This study suggests that even young children are capable
of collaboration with the therapist and can identifu logical reasons for their decision.
Cognitive theories discussed in the literature review further defend the use ofclient-
centered interventions in the school system (wadsworth, 1996; Piaget, 1970; Brown,
1999; Sameroff& Haith, 1996).
There was some question as to whether this interview effectively extracted the
true opinions ofchildren, especially through forced choice questioning. This does not
suggest that children are unable to collaborate, but indicates the importance ofutilizing
the proper approach when collaborating with children. Bower (1993) discusses children's
abilities to make sense of their behaviors and the behaviors ofothers tkough telling
stories. This may be why the children were better able to explain their thoughts regarding
service delivery in an open- ended format versus a fiorced choice answer format. @ower,
le93)
Childrenarelesslikelytocommunicateeffectivelyandgiveaccurateinformation
when formal demands are placed on them, such as during a formal interview or during
standardized testing, according to Bower (1993)' Because children,s language skills are
different from adults, skills, interviewing methodl used for children must differ from
those used for adults lnterviewers should assess vocabulary and grammatical complexity
li
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of statements rirade by childrin and adjust questions and comments accordingly @ower,
1993).
Interview formats range from extremely structured to unstructured A structured
interview gives the interviewer maximum control 6ver the child. Because ofthe nature of
children, this format allows little opportunity for the interviewer to assess the meaning of
questions and responses. When eliciting information about opinions or events, an
unstructured format is more effective. An unstructuled format encourages a child to
describe their opinion in their own words. The child has the freedom to describe and
meaning is easily infened, according to Bower (1993). Bower's discussion regarding the
importance of correct use oflanguage and an unstructured format for interviewing is
consistent with the results ofthis study, as open- ended questions yielded clearer results
in comparison to the more structured, forced choice questions
Interpretation of the Least Restrictive Environment
The difticulty is in determining ifthe reasons behind the children's opinions are
valid and significantly relevant to influence a therapist's idea of what is.least restrictive
for the students. Because so many responses were thematic in expressing that the pull-
out model allows for more fun, this may present a problem in treatment planning. one
could argue that the environment in which the child is most motivated and having fun
rf
may be the least restrictive. In this environment, the ability to reach goals and facilitate
an improvement of skills becomes easier. Ifa child is able to state that they are
embarrassed or unable to pay attention to the therapist in the classroom due to noise, this
may impact the therapist,s decision to provide therapy in a separate space. For this child,
occupational therapy in the classroom could be defined as the "most restrictive."
T
I
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Osbome and Dimattia (1994) explained in the article, "The IDEA's least
restrictive environment mandate: Legal implications", that the term "least restrictive"
incorporates a continuum of environments depending on the child's needs. They also
state that the law does not mandate that all children be mainstreamed in general
education, but that children should only be pulled- out when absolutely necessary' As
seen in this study, some children may feel it is necessary to receive treatment in a
different space than the general classroom. This should be taken into consideration when
determining the least restrictive environment for children receiving occupational therapy
in the school system.
collaborating with teachers and students may help a therapist determine which
approach to use when implementing school- based occupational therapy. Utilizing
opinions is necessary at this time, since no effectiveness studies found when reviewing
the literature indicated a significant difference in the effectiveness ofone approach versus
another.
Impact ofthe Study
This study in no way determines which setting is most effective. The reader
should review the results only as a method ofdiscovering trends in opinions of children.
The results ofthis study can be used as a method ofeliciting discussion among law-
makers, therapists, parents, and teachers regarding implementation of services. Until
effectiveness studies can yield conclusivd infornlation, school- based occupational
therapists may need to turn to the students to discover which ofthe approaches they are
using is most effective and comfortable for them.l
:;7
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Limitations and Assumptions
This study was limited in terms of the subjects and the measurement instrument
used. This study is limited to the children with common goals related to handwriting. It
cannot be generalized to other populations receiving similar services. The small sample
size ofchildren interviewed also limits the'ability to interPret results. Because this is a
convenience sample of children receiving therapy services tkough New Directions
Therapeutic, Inc., the results cannot necessarily be generalized to all children with similar
criteria in other school systems.
The survey questions were at times unclear to the students. Because each question
was presented to each child in the same manner, it was difficult to determine the accuracy
ofthe yes or no answers. In general, students appeared to understand all ofthe questions
and were able to consistently respond to the interviewer accurately. Two ofthe nineteen
students had more difticulty answering the questions. The interviewer's confidence in the
two children's ability to answer the questions remains uncertain. Both ofthese children
were distracted and inattentive tkough a portion of the interview. Although they were
abte to provide answers to follow- up and open- ended questions, at times the follow- up
answers were not consistent with the forced choice answers they had previously given
The children had similar goals outlined in their Individualized Education Plan
with at least one goal relating to the improvement of handwriting However' the primary
diagnoses and the educational settings ofthe children varied. Because ofthe small sample
size, there is no way to analyze the data to determine if the assigned classroom or
therapist had an influence on the children's opinions'
__l
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A question must also be raised regarding defining the terms push- in versus pull-
out. Each child surveyed had experienced both settings of service delivery according to
both the therapist and the documentation provided in the charts. The children interviewed
were from different school districts and are seen by different therapists depending on
which school they attend. This is significant in that each therapist may not only define the
service deliveries they provide differently, but may implement the approaches differently
as well. However, this variable is less likely to play a factor in the findings ofthis study
as all therapists were taught concepts at New Directions Therapeutics, Inc. regarding
service delivery.
Even in the small sample size ofthis study, it appears that different therapists
provide both services in varying ways. The approach used in the settings seemed to
influence the answers to the questions. As reported by the children, most therapists
related to this study use games in a pull- out session more often than during a push- in
setting. In some ofthe pull- out settings ofthe children interviewed, the therapy room
was fi[ed with large coloiful balts, swinging equipment, and numerous games. In other
pull- out settings, the room was simple and resembled more ofa classroom environment.
It is assumed that the classroom settings were.ilso different in set- up and structure.
Because ofthis variability, it may be impossible to determine a statistically significant
reason behind the students' opinions and also which setting is most effective.
Ifa child received services more oiten in'a therapy room versus in the classroom,
he or she was more likely to have fav6rable experiences with this treatment and feel more
comfortable with the approach with which they are familiar. By completing a record
review, the researcher noticed a trend in frequency of service delivery' Each child had
. 
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documentation in the chart identifoing the use ofboth in- class and pull- out therapy
models, but by reading the therapists' daily notes it appeared that most children received
pull- out sessions more than push- in. This also hinders one's ability to analyze data
effectively.
The interview is limited in that it was created by the researcher and has not been
studied to determine validity or reliability. Test- retest reliability would have ruled out the
possibility ofthe students' affective state during the time ofthe interview as a contributor
to the answers given. Also, a repeat ofthe interview taken place in a neutral environment
would rule out the environment as a factor in the children's answers. Some interviews
took place in the therapy room, which may have inlluenced the children's state of mind.
when creating the interview, some factors may have been left out that would be
important to address. The last question asking for further opinions and follow-up
questions attempted to compensate for this limitation. Asking a larger amount of
questions in various ways would have enhanced the ability to analyze the data in terms of
what factors influenced the students' opinions regarding delivery models'
Assumptions also need to be made when interpreting results ofthe study'
Although the parents were asked to refrain from discussing the topic ofthe interview
beforehand, there is no way to control for the possibility ofthe palent's input being
reflected in the child's answers. It is assumed that the palent, the teacher, nor the therapist
had discussed this topic with the child before the interview. An assumption must be made
that all children answered the questions honestly and as completely as possible and that
the children understood the questions and statements throughout the interview.
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Future Research Needs
Future research is needed to further address the issues raised in this study One
i.
needs to determine the impact of pull- out versus push- in occupational therapy on a
child's leaming. Effectiveness studies on this topic would enhance the clarity of what is
truly "least restrictive" for a child.
A study regarding the effectiveness of handwriting intervention strategies is also
suggested, since the effrcacy of handwriting programs was not addressed in this study. In
analyzing the results ofthis study, a question is raised as to how a therapist should
address handwriting goals. One may question in a future study, "What is the outcome
when attempting to improve handwriting tkough rote learning methods versus through
structured play tasks?" Another question to follow is, "Ifone method is found to be more
effective than another, would the treatment setting make a difference in the outcome?"
This type ofstudy would also help answer questions regarding the least restrictive
environment for occupational therapy intervention relating to handwriting'
one needs to look further regarding the effectiveness and the correct approach to
utilizing the client- centered approach in the school system. Although literature defends
the ability to collaborate with students regarding their treatment plans, it is important to
address through research how this is best implemented and whether it is truly effective
A replication study with more controlled variables is needed to compale the
results ofthis study. The method in which each service delivery model is carried out
should be controlled in order to identify specific factors for the children's opinions A
study enrolling more subjects in a highly controlled environment would yield more
significant findings in the future. One would need to control the variability oftherapists,
--E
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classroom environment, and the childrbn's equal experience with both methods of service
delivery.
A comparison study would also be beneficial in the future. Comparing the
children's opinions and the opinions of their palents or teachers would identify ifthere is
truly a discrepancy between adults and children as to what is considered the best
environment for learning.
!7q 
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Chapter Six
Summary
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Upon completion of this study, it was discovered that the children interviewed
had unique preferences in regards to the method of occupational therapy service delivery.
Although all children said that they prefer the therapy room versus the classroom when
receiving occupational therapy sewices, their reasons varied when asked questions
related to both seuings. The children interviewed voiced opinions based on common
factors such as the importalce ofplay opportunity and the ability to attend during
occupational therapy intervention.
This study supports the premise that children have opinions regarding service
implementation and that a client- centered approach is possible with children. A child's
unique needs and preferences ofservice detivery should be considered by the school-
based occupational therapist in order to determine what setting will best benefit each
child. More effectiveness- based research is needed in order to complement the findings
ofthis study and to provide more data for a therapist's decision- making in treatment
planning.
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Appendix A
Demographic Data Form
CONFIDENTIAL
Child's Name:
Gender: Male
Parent(s) Name(s):
Address:
Female
Telephone Number:
Age:
Diagnosis:
Handwriting Goals (general):
SchooV School System:
Teacher:
Occupational TheraPist Name:
Other Services:
How many years ofOT services?
Is the child currently receiving services?
Received services in both settings?
Yes No
I year ago/ 2 yeus ago
Yes No
Dear
I am a graduate student inthe occupational therapy progam at Ithaca College As
part ofmy degree requirements, I am in the process of completing my master's thesis.
The subject ofmy thesis relates to occupational therapy services in the public school
system. Specifically, I am interested in the perception of students about receiving
tlerapy wilhin the classroom versus in a separate therapy space. Cunent education laws
are mindating treatment to take place in the least restrictive environment for the child,
however there is little information regarding what this means for children with special
needs. Asking children about their experiences with occupational therapy sewices in
different settings is a beginning step in determining the most effective occupational
therapy treatment for these children. This study provides benefits to both New Directions
Therapeutic, Inc. and the school districts by giving them aggregate feedback on students'
reactions to current occuPational therapy practices within the school system.
I plan to conduct a short interview of approximately 20 children with occupational
therapy goals relating to handwriting skills. In collaboration with my professor, Diane 
.
l-ong, and her staff ai New Directions Therapeutic, Inc., I have identified children within
youi school system that would be appropriate for my study Diane Long will be
iupervising me throughout this study, which is planned to begin around January 15, 2000
and be completed in March, 2000. with your permission to implement this interview, I
will send a ietter ofconsent and explanation of my study to the parents ofthese children.
This interview will not interfere with the children's academic program and I will
collaborate with the teacher and the therapist to find the best time to do the interview.
I have enclosed my Human Subjects Proposal and their approval ofmy study,
which details my interview format and plan in more detail. Please review this and
contact me at (607) 27 7 -2553 or Diane Long at (607) 27 4-3093 with any fu rther
questions or @ncerns . Please return the attached form or, if you prefer, a letter agreeing
to participate in the study by Friday, December 3 l, or as early as possible. I will share a
summary of my results with your school district at your request.
Thank you for your tim6 and cooperation.
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Appendix B
Letter to the School Districts
December 1, 1999
Sincerely,
Sarah C. Gllis
Enclosure
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Appendix C
School District Informed Consent Form
In-Classroom vs' Pull- Out Occupational Therapy Services:
The ODinions of Childr€n within Thre€ Public School SYstems in UDstate New York
1
puroose of the Sturlv: To discor/er lhe opitrions of childien regarding the differences between
oc"uparronat tt e.apy services provided in the classroom vemrs in a separate therapy space'
Benefits of the Study: Because current laws ale ma.ndating tleatment to take place in the least
riffiffiiiriroo-*t it is import nt to discover what this means for chitdren with special needs.
Asking cbitdren about theL experiences with services in different settings is a beginning step to
deterriine fhe most effective occupational therapy treatments for children withln the public school
system.
This study may give occupationat therapists some insight on what childrcn P€rceive as most helpfirl
forthem,which-couldimpactserviceprovisioninthepublicschoolsystem'Itmayalsoprovide
benefis io New Directions Therapeutic, hc. and the school districts involved by giving them
aggregate feedbact on studenls' reactions to occupationbl therapy practices within the school.
what the childr€n wiu Be Asked to Do: The intervi€w will take aPp'roximately 15 minutes to
16 i--t"t". tt . .nil6* ,"i[t"t". "i[ b" ."kA questions regarding the1 opiniom of occupational therapy
services both rn the classroom and outside of the clas$oom. AII interviews will be audiotaped,
piouiOeO pa.enut a"a child permission. The researcher will also record the responses on paper. This
Lirfroa oi gattreri"g responses will allow for the analysis of data at the completion of the stdy
Risks: There is finle or no risk to a child panicipating in this interview. The child will not be removed
E6ffiy acade-ic prograns for the interview or be pulled from any "specials" (such as gym, afl, or
music). 'fhe child rnay iriss a small portion of a therapy session for that day If the interview takes
pi"." i*i"g non-"."Oemic ctass timi, the student may miss some social opportunities for that day.
Lach parucipant wrll be informed of the pupose of the interview and will be asked to arswer some
questions.
withdrawal from the study: The student can termiMte the interview at any time, Iefuse to alswel
_y qr*tt"rqa-y q,r.$"*, and discuss any concems with the researcher tfuoughout or after the
interview.
Eow the Data will be Maintained in confidence: To ensure confidentlality, each child will be
il@ w l not be recorded on the audiotap€ or on the response
in 
"i ftri ,r.."i* will be conrlucted 
in a private location and the audiotape wiu b€ destroyed after
data analysis is comPleted.
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I have rcad the above and understatrd its contents. I agree to allow this study to take place within the
school district, provided par€ntal permission is obtained for all participants'
Print or Type Name
Date
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January 1, 2000
Sincerely,
Sarah C. Gillis
Enclosure
Appendix D .
Letter to Parents
Dear
I am a graduate student in the occupational therapy program at Ithaca college. As
part ofmy degiee requirements, it is necessary that I complete a research project. I am
interested in liarning how students feel about receiving therapy within the classroom
versus in a separate iherapy space. Asking children about their experiences with
occupational iherapy services in different settings is a beginning step to determine the
mosfeffective occupational therapy treatment for children within a public school system
please consider allowing your child to participate in a short interview about
his/her opinions ofOT serviceJthey have received in the school system. My profes.sor,
OLn. fong, who is also the owner of New Directions Therapeutic, Inc, is supervising
me. With h;r help, I have received permission to conduct my study at the school districts
that contract with iTew Directions Therapeutic, Inc. Your child was selected at random
from all children treated by therapists at New Directions Therapeutic Inc. based on the
ioito*irg' Z-11 years old, occupitional therapy goals include handwriting skills, is
currently-receiving or has receirred OT services in the past 2 years, has been seen by the
OT both in the classroom and outside ofthe classroom'
Every attempt will be made to be sure this interview does not interfere with your
child,s academic prtgror. I will work with the teacher and the therapist to find the best
time to do the interviiw. No personal or embarrassing questions will be asked and all
,.rfonr., *iff be kept confidintial. The answers will be audiotaped for my research
prlor.r, however I wilt be the only person listening to the tape and it will b€ destroyed
'"it[" 
.onrt rion of my study. The results will not be shared with anyone unless you
iijir"r" you prefer your chili's answers to be shared with the therapist. My study has
u..n upprou.a by the Human subjects Review Boald at Ithaca college and by the school
district.
Contact me at (607) 277 -2553 or Diane Long at (607) 27 4-3093 with any
questions or concerns.'If you agleelo allow your child to palticipate, please return the ...
enclosed "Informed Consent F6rm" no later than January 15. The interview process will
u"gii-un.. p...ission is received. Please ask your child's permission to be interviewed
t.Fo.. ,igning and have your child sign the form as-well. It is important not to discuss
ihe topic"oftie interview or the child;s opinions before the interview is completed, since
this could change the results ofmy study'
Thank you for your time and cooperation'
l
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1
I have rcad the above and understand its contents. I agree to illow my child to participate in this
study.
'Appendix E
Parent/ Child Informed Consent Letter
In-Classroom vs. Pull- Out Occunational Theraov Services:
The Opinions of Children within Thrc€ Public School SYstems in UDstate New York
purpose of the studv: To discover the opitrions ofchildren regarding the differences betwe€n
occupatiooal the.apy services provided in the classroom versrs in a separate therapy space'
Benefits ofthe Study: Because cur6nt'laws are mandating treatment to take plac€ in the least
r"rt""t ra *"ir"r-*t, it is important to drscover what this means for Children with special needs.
Asking chillren about their experiences with services in different settings is a begiming step to
determine the most effective occuPational therapy treatrnents for these children
This study may gve occupationa.l therapists some insight on what childrcn perceive as most helpful
for them,-whiihiould impact how one provides services in the public schml system. It may also
provide benefits to New iirections Therapeutic, Inc. and the school districts involved by giving them
;gglegate fe€dback on students' reactions to occupational therapy pracuces within the school.
what the childr€n wi[ Be Askcd to Do: The intervlew_ wlll take aPproximately 15 minutes to
coii6 fne cnitare, *ilt Ue ast ed questions regading their opinions of occupational therapy
services both h the classroom and ouGide of the classroom. All interviews wrll be audiotaped,
pioviai parentat and child pemrission. The researcher will also record the responses on paper. This
'mettrod oi gathering responses will allow for the analysis of data at the completion of the study'
Risks: There is little or no risk to a child participamg in this interview. The child will not be removed
Ei-om any acadernic programs for the rntewiew or be pulled ftom my_"specials" (such as gym, art' or
*rsicj. fne cfrifa tnay iliss a snrall portion of a therapy session for that day If the interview takes
pi"". i*i"g non-roiemic class timl, the student may miss some social opportudties for that day.
Eu"f, p.rti"Ipr"t ,rU be informed of the pupose of the interview and will be asked to arswer some
questions.
Withdrawal from the Studv: The student can terminate the intervlew at arly time, refitseto arswer
*t qu;$r*i 
"tk -y qr"t *, and can discuss any concerns 
with the researcher thoughout or after
the interview.
Eow the Data will be Maintained in Conli4.€.nce: fo ensur.e Snfifentiatity' each child will beffi notbe recorded on theaudiotape orontheresponse
;d'Th; ;;;*il 
"rii * conauaea in a 
private location to ensure confidentiality and the audrotape
will be desfoyed after data amlysis is completed'
Prlnt or Type Nrmc Cllild'! N.me
C'hild't Slgtrlntft
@-2553 or Diane Lon g at (607) 214-3093.
SiBn.hrE
D.t
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I give permission for my child to be audiotaped.
Cl ld'. Signrturt
-Ptease 
DO NOT share my chitd's answers with the therapist
-Please 
share my child's answers with the theraPisl
J would like a coPy of the summary of r€sults.
Dii.
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Appendix F
lntewiew Format
INTERVIEW
1.
3. Why do you like better?
4. I am going to ask you some questions now and I want you to answer them the best you cal
You work with your OT 
-. 
Sometimes you have occupational rherapy in the classroom and
sometimes you work in the therapy room. Is that conect?
Which do you like better, having OT in the classroom or in the therapy room?
Do you like leaving class to have therapy with your OT?
Do you like staying in class and having your therapy there?
-Follow uP:
Do you feel like you get more work done
when you go to the theraPY room?
Do you feel tike you get more work done when
you stay in class for theraPy?
-Follow up:
Do you get embarassed at all when your OT works
with you in the classroom?
Do you get embarrassed at all whan your OT takes you
out of the class for therapy?
-Follow up:
Are you able to pay attention to your therapist in the classroom? 
^
fue you aUle to pay attention to your therapist in the therapy room?
-Follow up:
Do vou have fun when you bave OT in the classroom?
Do you have fun when you have OT in the therapy room?
-Follow up:
Does your therapist help you with your work when
Vhc is in class with You?
Does your therapist help you with your work when
you are in the theraPy room?
-Follow up:
Is it noisy when you have therapy in the classroom?
Is it noisy when you have therapy in the therapy room?
-Follow up:
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
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Would you like to have more OT in the classroom? YES NO
Would you lil€ to have more OT in the therapy room?
-Follow up:
Is there anyhing else you wa to tell me about where you like to have your therapy?
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epp*ai* C
Human Subjects ProPosal
SARAH GILLIS
Research Metho ds 672-67000
Protocol lfor Protection of Human Subjects
Participating in an lnterview
1. General Information about the Study
a) Funding. What are the sources of funding for the study, ifany?
There is no outside funding for this study. The student will be responsible
lor all costs with help (as available) from graduate student funding and
dePartment funding for coPYing.
b) Location. Where will the study be conducted?
The study will be conducted in several school districts serviced by New
Directions Therapeutics, Inc , a private therapy provider located in
Auburn,NewYork.Thisagencycontractswiththepublicschoolsystems
in the Cayuga, Onondaga, and Wayne counties to provide school-based
occupationaltherapyservices'Districtsvisitedwillbedeterminedbythe
individual students selected at random for the study (and based on
agleement to participate) The school districts will be notified with
explanation ofthe study (see Appendix A and B)
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c) Time perbd. When do the researchers plan to begin the study? When will the
study be completed? 
r
The time line of this study is as follows:
- provided Human Subjects approval is received, school districts will be
sent letter describing study and asking permission to conduct
interviews (see Appendices A and B) in December, 1999
- foltowing school district permission reply, parental permission letters
wilt be sent by January 1, 2000 (see Appendices C and D)
- interviews will begin upon receipt ofparental permission (around
January 15,2000)
- completion of interviews by March l, 2000
- data analysis to follow during March, 2000
2, Related Experience ofthe Researcher
The primary researcher ofthis study is an occupational therapy graduate student.
past experiences ofthe researcher include previous employment and volunteer work with
children as well as clinical observation ofthis age group. Although no previous research
has been done, the researcher has been exposed to education regarding proper interview
style in class and practical experience in conducting interviews during Level II
occupational therapy fieldwork. In this setting, the researcher was required to interview
many clients in a skilled nursing facility, initially mentored by a supervisor'
For this study, Diane Long, a faculty member ofthe IC occupational
therapy department, will supervise the student researcher. Professor Long is the owner of
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New Directions Therapeutic, Inc. and has extensive experience in both teaching
pediatrics and working with this population as a practicing occupational therapist
3. Benefits of the Study
current education laws are mandating inclusion or mainstreaming children with
special needs in the general classroom. Provision oftherapy services in naturally
occurring environments (such as the child's classroom) within the school is also widely
suggested in the law and literature. However, there is little information regarding the
acceptance of this practice or the effectiveness ofthis practice for children with specific
needs. Discovering the opinions ofthe children in regards to how occupational therapy
services are delivered is valuable to therapists and the profession in general, as well as to
the children who potentially receive their services.
Becausethereislittleresealchdeterminingtheeffectivenessoftherapyinthe
classroom versus therapy outside ofthe classroonL a therapist often must use his or her
best judgement to determine what is most aPpropriate. This study may give occupational
therapists some insight on what children perceive as the most helpful for them, which
could impact how one provides services in the public school system'
ThestudyprovidesbenefitstoNewDirectionsTherapeutic,Inc'andtheschool
districts by giving them aggregate feedback on students' reactions to current occupational
therapy practices within the school system
Children parricipating in thii study will have no direct tangible benefit except for the
opportunity to talk with a caring adult about theii experiences in therapy'
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4. Description of Subjects
a) How many subjects will be tested?
Apprbximately 20 children will be interviewed for this study.
b) What are the salient chuacteristics of the subject population?
- age 7-11 Years
- male and female
- attending a public school within the counties stated above
- liave o&upational therapy goals relating to improvement of
handwriting skills (children with moderate or severe physical
disabilities will ekcluded)
- are currently receiving or have received occupational therapy in the
Past 2 school Years
- have been treated both in the classroom and pulled out ofthe
classroom for occupational therapy services
- may or may not have other related services (speech or physical
theraPY)
5. Description of Subject Participation
Thechildrenwillbeinterviewedduringaperiodoftimethatdoesnotconflict
with academic progam. Ideally, the interview will take place during an allotted
occupational therapy session with the consent of the therapist' the appropriate school
administrators, the Parents, anrl the child Each interview will be approximately 15
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minutes. The children will be asked questions (see Appendix E) regarding their opinions
of occupational therapy services both in the classroom and outside ofthe classroom. All
interviews will be audiotaped (as allowed by the child and parent) and the researcher will
also record responses on paper. This method of gathering responses will allow for the
analysis ofdata at the completion ofthe study. The interview to be used will be pilot
tested and ifchanges are made the resealcher will resubmit Appendix E to the Review
Board.
6. Ethical ksues 
- 
I)escriPtion
a) Risks of ParticiPation.
There is little or no risk ofparticipation in this study New York State
Law explains that a child cannot be pulled from "specials" (such as gym,
music, and art). The child will not be removed from any academic
programs for the interview. If the interview does occur during therapy
time,thechildwillmissasmallportionofthatsessionlftheinterview
takes place durin! non-academic class time, the child will miss some
social oPPornrnities that daY
I will inform each phrticipant that the answers will not be shared
with the therapist in any way that will identifu the child The student will
b'e verbally informed ofthe purpose ofthe interview and will be asked if
they ue wilting to answer the questions. The subject can terminate the
interview at any time, refuse to answer any questions, and can ask any
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questions or discuss any concerns with the researcher throughout the
interview.
b) Informed Consent.
Each parent will be i,railed a letter of consent describing the purpose and
parameters ofthe interview (see Appendices C and D). The parent will be
encouraged to ask the child's permission to be interviewed before signing,
and there will be a space for the child to sign. The parent will also be
asked not to elicit or suggest opinions on the topic before the intewiew to
avoid skewing rdsults. The child will also be asked for verbal consent by
the researcher before the interview.
7. Recruitment of Subjects
a) Recruitment Procedures. How will the subjects be recruited?
Thesubjectswillbeselectedrandomlyfromthosefittingthecriteria(see
description of subjects above). Potentiat subjects will be found by doing a
record search of children receiving occupational therapy tfuough New
Directions. Approximately 30-40 files will be selected at random and the
necessary school districts and parents will be contacted, in hope that 20
children will be available for the study. If suffrcient agreements are not
received a second record review will be done.
t
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b) Inducement to ParticiPate.
There will be no inducement to participate in this interview, except the promise to
share the results if desired.
8. Confrdentiality/Anonymity of [esponses
To ensure confidentiality, the child's name will not be recorded on the audiotape
or on the response sheet, Each child will be assigned a number so that the child's
responses will be confidential. However, the researcher will keep a list of the names and
numbers in a separate location so that data analysis can be compared to the child's profile
and demographic information (age, gender, diagnosis, occupational therapy goals, etc.).
The interview will be conducted in a private location to ensure confidentiality. The
audiotape will be destroyed after data analysis is completed
9. Debilefing
Debriefingisnotnecessaryfortheparticipant'softhisstudy,asnodeceptionis
included inthe study. Questions will be solicited atthe end of the interview to
clarify any aspect ofthe interview as necessary'
10. Compensatory Follow-up (if appropriate)
Coinpensatoryfollow-upisnotnecessaryaftertheinterview.Thechildrenwillbe
informed that they could discuss the interview with their therapists ifthey feel the need or
desire,orthatlwouldsharetheresultswiththetherapistonlyiftheywantedmeto.I
Iwill also express that they can contact me at any time ifthey have further questions or
would like to talk about the interview in the future.
11. Appendix A- letter to school district (see attached)
12. Appendix B- informed consent letter to school district (see attached)
13. Appendix C- letter to parents (see attached)
14. Appendix D- informed consent letter to parenUchild (see attached)
15. Appendir E- interview format (see attached)
16. Appendix F- demographic data form (see attached)
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questions provided opportunity to express a concrete example of why they preferred the
therapy room versus the classroom for occupational therapy services.
Figure I represents a pie chart depicting the results of open- ended questions.
Academic Differences
7%
Play Opportunity
43%
Fiqure 1 . Results of open- ended interview questions'
Findings of this study indicate that children may have had difficulty expressing
themselves clearly through forced- choice questions. However, they did indicate a clear
preference for pull- out therapy. Answering yes or no to specific questions did not yield
statistically significant evidence as to their reasoning. The follow- up questions enabled
children to better express their opinions, as they explained that having opportunity for
play and opportunity to attend were significant factors in their choice.
30%
Embarrassment
7%
Ability to Attend
